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“I’m head over heels in love with a young lady (a blonde, naturally) with the most
beautiful hair in the world and eyes that defeat even the most extravagant compar-
isons. . . . In short, she’s good enough to marry!”1 These few lines are from a
letter of Claude Debussy’s, sent to his publisher Georges Hartmann in July 1899.
Cast adrift of context, one wonders first whether an episode from Debussy’s noto-
rious love life is here described—for it was around this time that he had forsaken
one young lady, the dependable Gaby, to wed another, the exciting fashion model
Lilly. One has a fleeting glimpse too, perhaps, of la fille aux cheveux de lin, to be
immortalized at the piano a decade later, or of the women of the poems of
Verlaine, Baudelaire, and Mallarmé, or the famous blonde nudes of Cézanne,
Manet, and Renoir. But actually, the letter speaks—directly, at least—of none of
these. In 1899 we also find Debussy in the midst of work on his operatic setting
of Maurice Maeterlinck’s play Pelléas et Mélisande, and it is Mélisande to whom
he refers: a clear, if cliché, mental image of her, a droll picture of desire.

But here lies hidden a curious fact. Searching through the libretto or score of the
finished opera, one could easily find references to stunning eyes or enchanting hair,
and it is these, of course, that charge the work’s potent erotics. Even so, in these
sources, Mélisande is never once described specifically as blonde. Yet a century and
more of directors and designers—whether working on the play or the opera—have
agreed with the image Debussy’s letter draws. From classic productions starring, as
one example, Irène Joachim, to more recent ones with Natalie Dessay and
Magdalena Kožená, to countless DVD and CD covers, this particular characteristic
holds sway. Indeed, it is such a commonplace image that the simple contradiction of
it can be a powerful, and controversial, statement. I think, for example, of the recent
and much-maligned Covent Garden staging that allowed Angelika Kirchschlager to
keep her own shoulder-length dark hair as Mélisande (with swirling spotlights, in
the famous hair scene, to compensate for the lack of blonde effulgence)2; or Pierre
Audi’s decision to make his Mélisande—until the last act, at least—entirely bald.3

In one obvious sense, this ingrained blondeness is no surprise. For
Mélisande displays a fine pedigree from the locus classicus of the blonde, the
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European fairy tale. As she lets down her hair in the opera’s most famous scene,
one thinks of the Grimms’ Rapunzel, of course, but equally we might delve deep
into folklore and find Mélisande’s near namesake, the fair mermaid Melusine. It
might be said, indeed, that Maeterlinck based an entire literary career on the
symbolic potential of such fairy-tale characteristics: running throughout his
turn-of-the-century stage plays is a bright seam of similar names—Maleine,
Méléandre, Méligrane—and identical hair. In his Soeur Béatrice (1901), for
example, the veil of the eponymous nun is removed by her secret lover Prince
Bellidor, revealing a cascade of golden curls akin to those of the convent’s statue
of the Virgin. (“Oh!” exclaims Bellidor, literally dazzled—ébloui. But these blonde
locks will later turn a dismal gray when Béatrice’s life of indiscretion is
revealed).4 And eventually Maeterlinck spelt out the same for Mélisande. Though
Debussy, preferring the 1892 first printed version, chose to omit the pertinent
lines, the playwright’s 1898 revised edition of Pelléas is as specific as his symbo-
list aesthetic will allow. Suddenly inundated by the erotic stuff of Mélisande’s hair
in the tower scene, Pelléas succumbs to synecdoche and alights on what he sees
as her very essence: “I embrace you whole as I kiss your hair, and I suffer no
more from within its flames. . . . Can you hear my kisses? . . . They are climbing
the length of these thousand golden webs.”5

There is a sense in which, moreover, this particular fairy-tale aspect has gov-
erned musicological response to the opera; one could speak wryly of a “blonde”
critical standard. United in their search for profundity of character, critics have
repeatedly found in Mélisande a perplexing, and ultimately disappointing, puzzle:
a near void at the center of which lies nothing more than the least substantial
aspects of the modern blonde stereotype, the flimsiest qualities of the damsel in
distress. Joseph Kerman’s Opera as Drama, for example, enjoys the “inexorable
fascination” that Mélisande exerts on the men around her, but also finds her
“exasperating,” “a mysterious, beautiful young creature who suffers quietly, asks
nothing, and never acts.”6 “Mélisande has no will to resist,” Kerman writes, “she
never comes to life dramatically, and dies without gaining or providing any
illumination.”7 She must be, then, the ironic “heroine” (antiheroine?) of the
opera—because she alone accepts intuitively the overarching supremacy of “gentle,
irrational fate” within the drama, and presents no struggle against it.8

Katherine Bergeron, meanwhile, begins by affixing a popular family therapy
label to a similar reading. Mélisande is a “problem child,” by turns “a disaffected
and blond Carmen,” and “vacuous . . . vexing . . . supremely unfulfilling . . . hollow
or capricious, her actions so devoid of motivation that even death cannot render
them meaningful.”9 Fixing her focus on Pierre Médecin’s 1998 Opéra-Comique
production, Bergeron describes Mélisande as a free-flowing, libidinous force existing
only within the psyche of the opera’s Prince Golaud—an extrapolation, along a
Freudian axis, of Kerman’s observation that Golaud is the opera’s “one person who
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acts.”10 Mélisande’s hair, a luminous symbol of her “unsettling erotic energy,” and
the subject of much nineteenth-century titillation in general, is central to this libido
interpretation; and though Bergeron finds the notion of “golden locks” rather
clichéd, its presence persists in her imagination: Mélisande is the “glittering
beauty,” the “shimmering object of desire,” her “golden light” a comet in the night’s
sky (a head of dark hair, I note, rarely shimmers, and never glitters).11

Both Kerman’s and Bergeron’s readings, moreover, lead us back to a common
source. In her famous study of the “undoing” of operatic women, Catherine
Clément devotes several pages to Mélisande, and describes her in similar, if
more overwrought, fashion.12 “The little, unknown sorceress, . . . the mythical
heiress of virgins with unicorns . . . the lost blond woman beside the well,” she
writes, “her wigs are tow-colored braids . . . she is blondness itself, a comet, a
shooting star like Berenice’s star in the skies of Egypt.”13 These traits are, in turn,
a cipher for Clément’s overall verdict that Mélisande is nothing more than “a con-
ventional little victim,” created, motivated, and finally undone by the fantasies of
men—an entirely evanescent figure. “Mélisande, the mirror of two brothers who
fight for her and who both pass over her body as if to encounter each other,”
Clément continues; “Mélisande, maidservant of the men’s projections . . . the
woman, as object of exchange, the prisoner of men’s questions, is nothing in
herself.”14 Indeed, through her exaggerated vacancy and timorousness, Mélisande
is for Clément both an operatic woman par excellence and the perfect archetype
of the prima donna: “a woman who is not really a woman, the perfect disembod-
ied mannequin, whose voice is all that is alive.”15

But here, all of a sudden, we happen upon a submerged glimmer of some-
thing else. For a criticism of Clément, commonly heard, is her preoccupation
with the violent deaths of opera’s women, at the expense of an exploration of
these characters’ meantime vocal independence and prowess—a blindness to
operatic means through hard focus on their ends.16 This is to a certain extent
true in her analysis of Mélisande. Yet Clément is by no means ignorant of the
unusual potential of Mélisande (read again: “the little, unknown sorceress”), and
in particular of her voice (“unyielding . . . pythian . . . this voice drives Golaud
crazy, this voice that speaks only of itself”). The moment when that voice bursts
into unbridled, unaccompanied song in the famous tower scene is the very same
toward which Clément directs her particularly urgent closing statement:
“Mélisande, little nonexistent sister, when as prima donna you comb your fake
hair on top of a cardboard tower, when your solitary voice unbacked by orchestra
names your patron saints and the hour of your birth, something is starting to
sing alone, to think alone, to think well.”17

There are foundations here on which Carolyn Abbate has built, in her claim
that the opera’s voices express “a reproach to gender essentialism,” “a distinct
modern, and even radical, attitude toward male and female speech.”18 This is an
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interpretation trained on the same tower scene and predicated on the topsy-turvy
formulation that Mélisande’s voice here assumes the role of sensible “male voice-
over,” projecting real words from a position high above the stage—in contrast to
Pelléas’s feminine “siren-song la-la” from the foot of the tower.19

I shall begin here by taking these latter cues. For in my view, Kerman’s 1956
formulation needs turning on its head. If we are willing to listen to her voice in a
certain way, and to watch her unblinded by the superficial dazzle of fairy-tale
blonde hair, we find that Mélisande hardly suffers quietly. She demonstrates a
sure will to resist, poses a host of questions, comes to life dramatically, provides
much illumination. And we can make better sense of each of these aspects of her
character, and of the opera as a whole, I shall argue here, by diagnosing at once
her chronic condition. This is a condition that ensnares both body and voice, the
prevailing nervous disorder of a century gone by: hysteria.

The studies into hysteria undertaken by Josef Breuer and Sigmund Freud
between 1880 and 1895—a period that, significantly, saw the appearance of
Maeterlinck’s play and Debussy’s first draft of the opera—were among the first to
define and investigate the illness systematically.20 Had they been able to get
Mélisande to the analyst’s couch, Breuer and Freud would certainly have recog-
nized many of the telltale emotional and physical symptoms of the hysteric: rapid
and unpredictable successions of uncontrollable sobbing; shortness of breath
(dyspnea) and convulsive states; paranoid delusions and visual hallucinations; dis-
order in speech and memory; loss or restriction of speech (aphonia); and, at times,
a somnambulant and apathetic attitude (taedium vitae). Mélisande’s relationship,
moreover, to the objects that surround her—the submerged crown and ring, for
example—suggest parallels with the (today entirely commonplace) terminology of
“repression” (Verdrängung), first presented by Breuer and Freud at this time.

Nonetheless, as modern feminist scholars have often argued, such a diagnosis
might have been informed by motives more sinister than a simple concern for
the patient’s well-being. Madness—of which hysteria was the prime example—
was often seen by nineteenth-century male eyes as a peculiarly feminine com-
plaint, or even, in Elaine Showalter’s words, as the “essential feminine nature”21

(here we do well to remember that the very word “hysteria” was derived from the
Greek hysteron, or womb, and that the colloquial German term is “Mutterweh”—
mother’s woe). As such, clinical observation of hysteria, an “unveiling” of the
condition “before scientific male rationality,” was arguably one powerful techno-
logy for constructing the masculine Self as opposed to the feminine Other.22

This division persists today, it has been claimed, since women are “typically situ-
ated on the side of irrationality, silence, nature, and body, while men are situated
on the side of reason, discourse, culture, and mind.”23

If we wish to substantiate Mélisande with something her own, then, a diagnosis
of hysteria seems a peculiar avenue to follow. Indeed, in a sense, it is the oldest
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operatic chestnut in the book: the poor madwoman giving melodic vent to her furies for
the pleasure of the patriarchs is a conceivable, if blunt, definition of what opera is.24

Mélisande’s can thus easily be seen as just another of the “stories that the male
culture told about the female malady,” one means of “controlling and mastering
feminine difference itself.”25 In this view, she—the hapless inheritor of “the daugh-
ter’s disease”26—achieves little more than an embodiment of the oppressive milieu
of the age in which her “fathers,” Maeterlinck and Debussy, Breuer and Freud,
lived. And, sure enough, the first moment from the opera that I shall present in the
following, seen through the lens of the studies of Breuer and Freud, at first defines,
maintains, and manages Mélisande’s hysteria, a condition here as elsewhere
marked by symptoms affecting both voice and body. This, one might say, is the
beginning of a narrative that will later see her married off, harassed and badgered
from all sides, beaten half to death, and finally ejected from life by causes mysteri-
ous, with only a small child to carry on her feminine misery. “Now it’s the turn of
the poor little one,” reflects Arkel at the work’s close.27

But what if the hysteric were to show a second side? Some theorists, typically
those of the French feminist school, have argued that she can. Her symptoms, they
say, are nothing other than a form of protest—a ferocious if unconscious attack on
the containing constructions of masculine reason and patriarchal society. For these
thinkers, the patients of Breuer and Freud assume something of a heroic status,
earned by their difference from the norm and their defiance in the face of male
attempts to rationalize their behavior.28 Certainly this is a stance that has been much
criticized (even Clément, outside the frame of her opera book, views it as overly opti-
mistic, as a meager form of resistance),29 and yet it is tempting to pay it heed and,
in so doing, to place hysteria on the same continuum of protest as feminism.
Showalter, for example, makes a claim for “the hysterical woman as one end of the
spectrum of a female avant-garde struggling to redefine women’s place in the social
order” with feminism “as the other end of the spectrum . . . the determination to
speak and act for women in the public world.”30

Since her opera book is shot through with hopeful glimpses of the hysteric’s
rebellious potential, Clément would seem at least in part to agree. After all, in one
place she identifies the condition not as a sickness but rather as “the blessed quality
of being other.” “Hysteria,” she writes, “is woman’s principal resource.”31 Indeed,
reading Clément’s text laterally, we can even locate a utopia hidden within the hyster-
ical mind: when she detects traces of “pagan madness”32 in Mélisande’s aforemen-
tioned song, her choice of words evokes a passage earlier in the same chapter that
speaks of the “attenuated but recognizable features of a redeeming paganism allow-
ing us to think otherwise.”33 For Clément, Mélisande’s “pagan” song might, then,
be seen to hint at deliverance, one expression of an attitude that offers defiant
“resistance to the one [male] god”34 and that conjures, according to the eulogy to
paganism that completes her book, a world in which “opera will no longer exist”:
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“There will no longer be either a stage or an audience; and women will sing of hap-
piness. It will be a great pagan festival, paradise regained, before a single, vengeful
God had decided that Evil existed and suffering was necessary.”35

* * *

The present essay fights shy of the search for utopia. It steers a course, rather,
into the territory between the two figures created by the feminist campaigns of
the 1960s and 1970s “Freud wars”: on the one hand, the female hysteric as
victim, even if a rebellious, protofeminist one; on the other, Freud as the unre-
pentant male chauvinist, the oppressor of womankind. Exploring five scenes
from Pelléas et Mélisande, I aim to develop a less rigid and polarizing perspective,
one centered on a certain mobility, a fluid transitivity, of the hysteric condition.
My claim is that, rather than an abnormal affliction simply foisted upon women
by bearded male onlookers, hysteria can be seen as a distinct subjectivity of con-
siderable attractive force, a “pagan madness,” to use Clément’s formulation.
Stemming from Mélisande, it draws her surrounding male characters into its
orbit. After an erotic moment of fascination—figured in the opera as an exagger-
ated recourse to lyrical song—these men seem to find themselves at a loss for
the rational control they seem elsewhere to possess. They themselves assume the
“female” hysterical position, increasingly with each scene, even to the extent that
they become the “excess” to Mélisande’s containing “frame.” Thus, the work can
be seen to unsettle a number of normative operatic hierarchies, as perhaps symbol-
ized most poignantly by Mélisande’s silent death—a most unusual closing gesture
from this most unusual of operatic heroines.

From this perspective, Mélisande is not so much a victim as a source of bewil-
derment and pervasive influence. She is the character at the heart of the work, who
drives Golaud and Pelléas to distraction and still manages, as all critics of the opera
agree, to remain an enigma. This is an interpretation broadly in keeping with
post-1980s revisionist currents in Freud studies, which have emphasized that it was
Freud’s pioneering interest in sexual difference, morality, and social structures, and
his antiessentialist stance, that instigated the twentieth-century “sexual revolution”
in the first place—even if, owing to some of his specific utterances on women, the
feminist wing of this revolution later met him with violent hostility.36 If we follow
this line of reasoning, we may also conclude that Freud and Breuer’s Studies on
Hysteria and Maeterlinck and Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande are not so much docu-
ments of oppression as those of exploration, even liberation: into a fascinating,
greatly challenging, and perhaps ultimately unfathomable phenomenon of the
modern world—one potentially as operative in men as in women.

I tread toward these latter claims at the essay’s end, and along the way it is to
be hoped that this Mélisande—the stricken daughter, the shimmering blonde,
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the “sweet nothing”37 of the literature—might at last lay claim to something like
critical substance.

I

My first example comes from the murky beginnings of the opera. We recall
Prince Golaud, stumbling blindly in search of a beast he has been chasing, deep
in the forest surrounding the castle of the mythical kingdom of Allemonde.

He hears an unexpected sound, enters a clearing, and finds a girl sitting next to
a pool—a girl often marked as foreign, in these dark stage surroundings, by her
blonde hair. One cannot help but think immediately of a host of fairy tales, legends,
and hagiographical stories: of Melusine, Schneewittchen, or Dymphna, the patron
saint of runaways (and, for that matter, the insane).38 Yet despite these ancient asso-
ciations, the encounter seems particularly modern. Mélisande’s violent, repetitive
exclamations, sobbing, threats of suicide, and apparent paranoid delusions indicate
her highly fragile and fractured emotional state; Golaud, meanwhile, is at first a
cool, concerned spectator, eagerly seeking an explanation for the scene:

MÉLISANDE: Ne me touchez pas! ou je me jette à l’eau! . . .
GOLAUD: Je ne vous touche pas. . . .Voyez, je resterai ici, contre l’arbre. N’ayez pas
peur. Quelqu’un vous a-t-il fait du mal?
MÉLISANDE: Oh! oui! oui! oui! . . .
GOLAUD: Qui est-ce qui vous a fait du mal?
MÉLISANDE: Tous! tous!

[MÉLISANDE: Don’t touch me! Or I’ll throw myself in the water! . . .
GOLAUD: I won’t touch you. . . . You see, I’ll stay here, next to this tree. Don’t be
afraid. Has someone done you wrong?
MÉLISANDE: Oh! Yes! Yes! Yes! . . .
GOLAUD: Who has done you wrong?
MÉLISANDE: Everyone! Everyone!]39

This first encounter immediately recalls another, once again between calm
observer and impassioned observed. When, on May 1, 1889, Sigmund Freud first
met Frau Emmy von N., he came up against a resistance of comparable force:
“Every two or three minutes she suddenly broke off, contorted her face into an
expression of horror and disgust, stretched out her hand towards me, spreading
and crooking her fingers, and exclaimed, in a changed voice, charged with
anxiety: ‘Keep still!—Don’t say anything!—Don’t touch me!’”40 Like Emmy von
N. under Freud’s watchful eye, Mélisande appears to be suffering a hysterical
attack as Golaud approaches. In the analyst’s terminology, she is discovered in a
“hypnoid” state of consciousness, an abnormal behavioral condition.41
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And perhaps we can be even more precise in diagnosing Mélisande’s illness.
Golaud sees something glittering in the water and asks what it is; Mélisande
gives the enigmatic answer that “it is the crown that he gave me.” But, as Golaud
ventures to retrieve it, she stops him in his tracks with another vehement threat:
“I don’t want it any more! If you get it I will throw myself in its place!”42 It is as
if, then, she is afflicted by what Breuer and Freud would have called a traumatic
hysteria, a condition that points toward, and stems from, a single or multiple past
traumatic events.43 According to their theory, this kind of hysteric has never been
able to sufficiently “abreact” the memories attached to the trauma: that is, he or
she has failed to produce an adequate energetic and cathartic reaction that would
disperse the memory, or cannot “correct” it by association with more hopeful
thoughts (as might happen in a normal psyche).44 The traumatic memory, left
unmediated in this way, “acts like a foreign body which long after its entry must
continue to be regarded as an agent that is still at work.”45 For Breuer and Freud,
hysterical symptoms are the result—“the effects and residues of excitations which
have acted upon the nervous system as traumas.”46 “Hysterics,” they thus
advance, “suffer mainly from reminiscences.”47

The concept of repression, too, is key to this lack of successful abreaction or
association. Perhaps, as Breuer and Freud reasoned, the trauma was “a question
of things that the patient wished to forget, and therefore intentionally repressed
from his conscious thought and inhibited and suppressed.”48 Mélisande’s sub-
merged crown, then, is far more than an errant regal accessory; deep in water as
in memory, it is the symbol of an event that, if only she were able, she would
rather forget. The adventurous Golaud, like a Freudian analyst, wishes to wade
straight in and bring it to the surface, yet is diverted by a will stronger than his
own. At this point in the scene, though under the analyst’s scrutiny, the hysteric
successfully fends off the presence of the object and, with it, the memory.49

Moreover, from the moment of his entrance, Golaud is associated with two
musical ideas: a sinewy triplet motif in the cellos and a stately half-note progres-
sion in the woodwinds (ex. 1). These are joined shortly afterward by a martial
rhythm (often labeled the “‘Golaud’ motif,” ex. 2) marked principally by its dotted
tail. In their rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic circularity and certainty, these
three motifs, often interlocking, underpin these opening moments with a dense,
fibrous, undergrowth-like musical substance. They deliver a sure sense of con-
tinuity that, true to the initial interpretation of Golaud given above, could be
called rational—the very realization of the “prosaic, practical, human.”50 And,
since they reentwine themselves with the texture at the scene’s end, these motifs
can also be said to offer a “framing” function to the drama.51 To this I shall
return.

If Debussy’s Golaud represents frame, then his Mélisande is the excessive
content that demands containment. As Golaud stumbles across her, his motifs
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are immediately dissolved, to be replaced by an alarming inundation of musical
difference—a sudden series of light-breaks in the orchestra’s tight weave.52 We
find agitated tremolo chromatic shifts (ex. 3), fluid pentatonic arabesques (ex. 4),
unruly pizzicato descents (ex. 5), and stunned orchestral silences (ex. 6). The
orchestral texture here, we might say, is as traumatized as the character it sup-
ports—music as hysterical as the stage directions (Mélisande tressaille, se dresse et
veut fuir; elle sanglote profondément)53 that mark her body.

But there is more to this opening encounter. For ultimately Golaud backs
down at Mélisande’s request, just as Freud and Breuer often had to when faced
with the “remarkable energy of will” of their subjects.54 And, crucially, Golaud’s
concession signals a perceptible shift in the scene’s power relations. From the
incident with the crown onward—“No, no; I’ll leave it there”55—Mélisande asks
almost as many questions as Golaud does, and repeatedly throws him off his
guard with rapid successions of non sequitur observations.56 Golaud seems
rattled, even brought to heel, by the hysteric excess of the creature he has hap-
pened upon (we cannot help but recall, indeed, his search for an elusive beast as
he first came to the stage). In support of this claim, we might observe that one of
the scene’s most significant moments of musical and textual disjunction has
already stemmed not from Mélisande but from Golaud himself in a moment of

Example 1 Triplets and half-note progression at Golaud’s entrance.

Example 2 “Golaud” motif.
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Example 4 Pentatonic arabesques in Mélisande’s first scene.

Example 3 Chromatic shifts in Mélisande’s first scene.

Example 5 Pizzicato descents in Mélisande’s first scene.
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erotic recognition: “Oh, you are beautiful!”—a line that provokes a momentary
hint of an expansive lyricism from the strings (ex. 7).

Observer, then, suddenly becomes observed; as a new heartbeat-like figure
enters the violas, Mélisande’s questions at once assail Golaud’s identity and
purpose.57 “Who are you?” she asks. “Why are you looking at me like that?”
“Are you a giant?” “Where are you going?”58 Most pointedly of all, she asks
him, “Why did you come here?”—a question that brings forth, as if in desper-
ation, no less than four consecutive affirmations of self: “I don’t know myself;
I was hunting in the forest; I was pursuing a boar; I lost my way.”59

Simultaneously, her offhand statements regarding her interlocutor—“Oh! You
already have gray hairs!”—successfully deflect most of his further questions
while forcing strictly rational, and yet now ridiculous, answers from him: “Yes;
a few near to the temples.”60

Contrary to the standard critical presentation, then, Mélisande is hardly
dragged out of the scene as a submissive victim.61 Golaud, on the other hand,
seems to have become rather disoriented. His three motifs reenvelop the scene
as he and Mélisande leave it, and so they can indeed be straightforwardly

Example 6 Silences in Mélisande’s first scene.

Example 7 Golaud’s expansive lyricism.
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construed as a rational “male” framing device to curb the “female” hysteric
excess; they put us, after all, on a firm musical footing after the shaky territory of
this first encounter. Nonetheless, this musical recapitulation also encourages us
to compare the Golaud of the end of the scene with the Golaud of its beginning.
It articulates the notion that the character has changed: there, it sounded sane,
secure, and even pompous; here, in light of the meeting with Mélisande, these
qualities are reduced to fragile parodies of themselves. Rather than framing the
scene, then, the reappearance of these motifs suggests a trajectory, the plotting of
points on a map.

But leading where? Golaud himself is none the wiser. To Mélisande’s final
question, “Where are you going?” his closing response reveals an angst now as
existential as it is literal: “I do not know. . . . I too am lost.”62

II

Act 2, scene 1: Mélisande, now Golaud’s bride, is alone for the first time with his
half brother, Pelléas.63 Quite the opposite of the opera’s sultry and timeless
opening forest scene, this is something of an idyll appropriate to the dull bour-
geois bones of the opera’s story. The pair wanders through the parks of
Allemonde’s castle in the late morning of a beautiful day, while Pelléas makes
trivial commentary on the weather (“It’s stifling today, even under the shade of
the trees”),64 and an orchestral E-major haze of strings, woodwinds, and harps
lulls gently in sixteenth notes—the simple pastorale of La fille aux cheveux de lin
springs to mind.

Yet once again, something is unsettling. Mélisande is here the embodiment
of Freud and Breuer’s adolescent “energy of will.” She is both playful and impul-
sive, and, as the pair comes to sit on the edge of a well, her words become
marked by her breakneck exploration of her own volition—“I’m going to lie down
on the marble. . . . I want to see to the bottom of the water. . . . I want to touch
the water. . . . I want to dip both my hands in.”65 As if driven by unrealized
sexual desire, Mélisande also teases Pelléas in an almost coquettish manner.66

She will not let him hold her hand, and all of a sudden—accidentally?—her hair
tumbles loose. A powerful erotic charge disperses through the scene, and for an
instant we see Pelléas as the bewitched Golaud of the opera’s opening, and hear a
ravishing moment of song in C major (ex. 8):

PELLÉAS: Oh! Oh! prenez garde! prenez garde! Mélisande! . . .Mélisande! . . .Oh!
votre chevelure! . . .
MÉLISANDE: Je ne peux pas, je ne peux pas l’atteindre.
PELLÉAS: Vos cheveux ont plongé dans l’eau. . . .
MÉLISANDE: Oui, oui; ils sont plus longs que mes bras. . . . Ils sont plus longs
que moi.
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[PELLÉAS: Oh! Oh! Be careful! Be careful! Mélisande! Mélisande! Oh! Your hair. . . .
MÉLISANDE: I can’t, I can’t reach it.
PELLÉAS: Your hair has fallen in the water. . . .
MÉLISANDE: Yes, yes; it’s longer than my arms. . . . It’s longer than I am. . . .]

A moment later, and this is gone. As if in embarrassed reaction to its own excess,
the orchestra catches its breath with a dull staccato thud, and the expansive six beats
per measure becomes three. Rationality returns: Pelléas, like Golaud at the opera’s
opening, now assumes the Freudian analytical role, quizzing Mélisande’s memory
with a probing examination of her first meeting with Golaud. “Was it also next to a
well that he found you?” he asks. “What did he say to you?” “Was he very close to
you?” “But you didn’t want that?” “Why didn’t you want that?”67 At once agitated by
these questions and the reminiscences they evoke, and matched once again by dis-
junct orchestral textures, Mélisande’s answers are as vague as they are terse (“Yes. . .
. Nothing, I don’t remember any more. . . . Yes, he wanted to embrace me. . . . No.”).68

As diversion, or perhaps in hysterical hallucination, she sees something at the
bottom of the water; simultaneously, she begins to toy restlessly with the ring that
Golaud has given her—a strongly suggestive action, indicating that Pelléas’s ques-
tions have refocused her thoughts on past traumatic events, with the ring standing
in for the submerged crown in the opera’s first scene (“La couronne qu’il m’a
donnée / l’anneau qu’il m’a donné”). And suddenly, in a striking act of repression,
this new symbol is cast away to join the crown au fond de la fontaine (a resonance
lost by the standard English translation of fontaine as “pool” or “spring” in the
opera’s first scene and “well” in this one).

Example 8 Pelléas’s moment of song by the well.
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Mélisande, for one, is immediately convinced that it is gone for good: “It’s so
far from us. . . . No, that’s not it. . . . It’s lost, lost. . . . Nothing remains but a great
circle in the water.”69 And, significantly, Pelléas himself quickly gives up the
search. Closer than Golaud to Mélisande, even in this early scene, he does not
mimic his brother’s halting attempt to regain the hidden object (“Come, come,
we’ll come back another day”).70 And so when the fretting and faltering
Mélisande asks him, in desperation, “What are we going to say to Golaud when
he asks where it is?”71 his response—for all the orchestra’s hollow pomp—seems
already to draw close to her mercurial utterances and to the instability of a lie.
Why, he answers, “the truth”—la vérité—of course.

III

The fragile Pelléas is not to remain intact for long. Act 3, scene 1—the heart of
the opera and its most famous scene—comes as a photographic negative of the
encounter in the castle’s park. The two harps that open it (ex. 9), six beats to the
measure and presenting the fifth of a nominal E minor, seem to revisit the harps of
the earlier idyll; yet here we are fast approaching midnight, not midday, and so these
harps, strummed softly, now urge toward the beginning of a nocturnal song.

And indeed, Mélisande, sitting in the tower combing her hair, sings—for the
only time in the opera—a real “diegetic” song. As Clément rightly observes, it is
easily heard as the most compact expression of her hysteria. It is a song in which
“you can hear the madness returning, beneath Mélisande’s torpor, the unspeakable
unhappiness, the body incapable of more, the body of the little Bacchante with her
wild hair loose,” a further mark of her estrangement from the opera’s society—a
song that completes the projected triangle of femininity, music, and madness.

Performed in a disconcerting void of orchestral silence, its well-known text at
once evokes the erotic charge of the moment that so enchanted Pelléas in the
park. “My long hair,” she sings, “is falling to the foot of the tower . . . my hair
waits for you all the way down the tower . . . my hair waits for you all day long.”72

Her former girlish coquettishness, however, here takes on a considerably darker,
more profoundly sexualized tone, effortlessly combining biblical references with
those more diabolic: the song’s second strophe plays both on the names of

Example 9 Harps at the opening of act 3, scene 1.
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biblical men (“Saint Daniel et Saint Michel, Saint Michel et Saint Raphaël”), and
the notion that its singer was “born on a Sunday, on a Sunday at noon”73—an
allusion, for Clément, to both “the Lord’s day” and “the hour of pagan
madness.”74 In all, Mélisande’s alluring and volatile mixture of sacred and
profane, chaste and corrupt, moral and immoral gently recalls that of the most
celebrated of all literary madwomen, Shakespeare’s Ophelia, who sings of similar
things: “Tomorrow is Saint Valentine’s Day, / All in the morning betime, / And I
a maid at your window, / To be your Valentine.”75 (Her conventional appearance
and diction, too, resemble Ophelia’s. Showalter writes that the latter traditionally
“has her hair loose . . . she sings wistful and bawdy ballads; her speech is marked
by extravagant metaphors, lyrical free associations and explicit sexual references,”
and we might add that Ophelia—presumably in reference to her childlike beauty
and innocence—is very often portrayed as blonde).76

The main charge of the scene, however, arrives with Pelléas and his reaction.
No longer pacifier-in-chief, he is in fact all but dumbstruck—the best he can
manage is an utterance that is half greeting, half sheer surprise: “Holà! Holà!
Ho!” When, just a few seconds later, Mélisande’s hair again tumbles loose,
Pelléas is entirely transported. The willing sacrifice of her pagan rite, he revisits a
thousandfold the fleeting moment of eroticism in the park:

PELLÉAS: Oh! oh! qu’est-ce que c’est? . . . Tes cheveux, tes cheveux descendent vers
moi! . . . Toute ta chevelure, Mélisande, toute ta chevelure est tombée de la tour! . . .
Je les tiens dans les mains, je les tiens dans la bouche. . . . Je les tiens dans les bras,
je les mets autour de mon cou. . . . Je n’ouvrirai plus les mains cette nuit.

[PELLÉAS: Oh! Oh! What’s this? Your hair, your hair is falling toward me! All your
hair, Mélisande, all your hair has fallen from the tower! I hold it in my hands, I
hold it in my mouth. . . . I hold it in my arms, I put it around my neck. . . . I will not
open my hands again tonight.]

This time, however, it is no fleeting moment. From this point, Pelléas’s ecstasy
only intensifies until, at fever pitch, his exclamations achieve a delusional detach-
ment reminiscent of Mélisande’s in the opera’s first scene:

PELLÉAS: Je n’ai jamais vu de cheveux comme les tiens, Mélisande! . . .Vois, vois; ils
viennent de si haut et m’inondent jusqu’au coeur; . . . Ils m’inondent encore jus-
qu’aux genoux! . . . Et ils sont doux, ils sont doux comme ils tombaient de ciel! . . .
Je ne vois plus le ciel à travers tes cheveux. Tu vois, tu vois? . . .mes deux mains ne
peuvent pas les tenir; ils y en a jusque sur les branches du saule. . . . Ils vivent
commes des oiseaux dans mes mains, ils m’aiment, ils m’aiment plus que toi!

[PELLÉAS: I have never seen hair like that I hold, Mélisande! . . . Look, look, it comes
from so high and floods down to my heart; . . . It floods right down to my knees!
. . .And it is soft, it is soft as if it fell from the sky! . . . I cannot see the sky through
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your hair. You see, you see? . . . both my hands cannot hold it; it falls as far as the
branches of the willow. . . . It lives like birds in my hands, and it loves me, it loves
me more than you!]

Significantly, too, this is largely a monologue. Mélisande’s words from this point
in the scene are mostly restricted to terse interruptions, aimed at bringing Pelléas
back to earth (“Let me go, let me go. . . . Someone might come”)77 and, in the
score, damming the massive overflow of lyrical ideas with silences. In spite of
the compressed madness of Mélisande’s scene-opening song, then, we might jus-
tifiably borrow some of Abbate’s terms: in effect already towering above Pelléas
physically, Mélisande adds something of an omnipresent “voice-over.” In the
aftermath of her song, she—like surtitles, or the exit sign—is the oasis of ration-
ality toward which the operagoer glances for momentary respite. Frame and
excess might almost be said, in this scene, to have switched places.

Golaud will come shortly and dismiss the whole (“Quels enfants!”), but, for
the time being at least, Mélisande gazes on with us, shocked, while Pelléas con-
tinues to revel in irrational bliss: “Look, look, I embrace your hair. . . . I no longer
suffer in the web of your hair.”78

IV

As stifling and claustrophobic in atmosphere as the opera’s opening encounter,
the climactic and penultimate scene—act 4, scene 4—comes once again as a pho-
tographic negative of the second act’s idyll. The besotted Pelléas has arranged,
now by night, to meet Mélisande in the park next to the well. Yet the uncontained
ecstasy that struck him at the foot of the tower has here transformed itself into a
desperately impatient angst. As he waits for her to arrive, he articulates a hysteri-
cal soliloquy that is strongly marked by contradiction and seemingly paranoid
delusions—the need for flight, and fears of bewilderment, powerlessness, and,
most certainly of all, death. He is Hamlet to Mélisande’s Ophelia, or better,
bearing in mind the nocturnal setting, his non-sequitur metaphors, and longing
for an absent lover, he is the unnamed woman from Schoenberg’s Erwartung:

PELLÉAS: C’est le dernier soir . . . le dernier soir. . . . Il faut que tout finisse. . . . J’ai
joué comme un enfant autour d’une chose que je ne soupçonnais pas. . . . J’ai joué
en rêve autour des pièges de la destinée. . . .Qui est-ce qui m’a réveillé tout à
coup? Je vais fuir en criant de joie et de douleur comme un aveugle qui fuirait
l’incendie de sa maison. . . . Je vais lui dire que je vais fuir. . . . Il est tard; elle ne
vient pas. . . . Je ferais mieux de m’en aller sans la revoir. . . . Il faut que je la
regarde bien cette fois-ci. . . . Il y a des choses que je ne me rappelle plus . . . on
dirait, par moments, qu’il y a plus de cent ans que je ne l’ai plus vue.

[PELLÉAS: It is the last night . . . the last night. . . . Everything must end. . . . I have
played like an infant around a thing of which I had no suspicion. . . . I have played
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in a dream, with the snares of destiny around me. . . .What is it that woke me all
of a sudden? I’m going to flee, screaming with joy and pain like a blind man
running from his burning house. . . . I’m going to tell her that I’m going. . . . It is
late; she’s not going to come. . . . I would do better to leave without seeing her
again. . . . I must look well at her this time. . . . There are things that I can’t remem-
ber any more . . . there are moments when it seems as if it is more than a
hundred years since I saw her.]

He spells out, moreover, the bottom line of the tower scene, with the apprehen-
sive remark that he has “not yet gazed upon her gaze.”79 Frantic to observe, he
remains fearful of being observed.

Mélisande, by contrast, is emotionally petrified. Trancelike, her responses
exhibit a striking state of indifference, of taedium vitae, that verges at times on
the childishly contrary—“I want someone to see,” she responds when Pelléas
begs her to step out of the castle’s light.80 Her former coquettishness, too, has
dwindled to a cool asexuality: in reply to Pelléas’s exasperated demand that she
admit to her knowledge of his longing, Mélisande says only, “No, no; I don’t
know anything.”81 We could almost remove her from the scene entirely without
damaging its fabric. For all the heated suitor’s romantic rhetoric, this is destined
to be an operatic love duet tout seul.

When Pelléas finally succeeds in wringing the most meager affirmation from
his affection’s object—Mélisande’s muted echo, à voix basse, of his “Je t’aime”—
he again bursts into a fit of ecstasy; as in the pair’s earlier park encounter, an
expanse of song suddenly arrests the orchestra (ex. 10), here in a lush F-sharp
major and punctuated, as if in formal preparation, by a general silence.82 The dis-
jointedness and foreignness of this outburst are hallmarks of its excess; it pleads
for the containment that, only a few measures later, it receives: a moment of
orchestral pulse, and then silence as Pelléas calls for Mélisande in the darkness.
As if in confirmation of his earlier fears, she answers simply that she has been
watching him (“C’est que je te regarde”), an admission that throws his sexual
ecstasy back toward paranoia:

PELLÉAS: Quel est ce bruit?—On ferme les portes! . . . Nous ne pouvons plus
rentrer?—Entends-tu les verrous?—Ecoute! écoute! . . . les grandes chaînes! Il est
trop tard, il est trop tard! . . . Viens! viens. . . .Mon coeur bat comme un fou
jusqu’au fond de ma gorge. . . . Ecoute! écoute! Mon coeur est sur le point de
m’étrangler. . . . Viens!

[PELLÉAS: What’s that noise?—They’re closing the gates! . . . We can’t get back in?
—Do you hear the locks? Listen! Listen! . . . the great chains! It is too late, it is too
late! . . . Come! come. . . .My heart beats like a madman at the base of my throat.
. . . Listen! listen! My heart is about to strangle me. . . . Come!]
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Mélisande at last flees and, for now, survives. Pelléas, on the other hand, is
ultimately undone by his own madness. As Golaud suddenly appears from the
shadows, he is stabbed and dumped au fond de la fontaine.83 Pelléas is finally able
to achieve what Golaud and his earlier self could not: he enters the water, is
abandoned entirely to the irrational; he joins Mélisande’s crown and ring as only
the newest addition to her wealth of traumatic memories.84

V

In the wake of this trauma, it is not long before Golaud finally loses his own
mind—a downward slide already in evidence for some time.85 At Mélisande’s
deathbed, where she lies suffering from an enigmatic malady that, the doctor
assures, is unrelated to the slight wound she suffered in Golaud’s attack, he is
entirely inconsolable. “I have killed without reason,” he rails. “I did it in spite of
myself.”86 As at their first meeting, he is desperate for knowledge and asks a
barrage of questions, but now he is entirely unseated by Mélisande’s evasions
and his inability to contain them:

GOLAUD: As-tu aimé Pelléas?
MÉLISANDE: Mais oui; je l’ai aimé. Où est-il?
GOLAUD: Tu ne me comprends pas?—Tu ne veux pas me comprendre?—Il me
semble. . . . Il me semble. . . . Eh bien, voici: Je te demande si tu l’as aimé d’un
amour défendu? As-tu . . . avez-vous été coupables? Dis, dis, oui, oui, oui? . . .
MÉLISANDE: Non, non; nous n’avons pas été coupables.—Pourquoi demandez-vous
cela?
GOLAUD: Mélisande! . . .Dis-moi la vérité pour l’amour de Dieu! [. . .] Ne mens
plus ainsi, au moment de mourir!

[GOLAUD: Did you love Pelléas?
MÉLISANDE: Yes; I loved him. Where is he?

Example 10 Pelléas’s final outburst.
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GOLAUD: Do you not understand me?—Do you not want to understand me?—So it
seems. . . . So it seems. . . .Well then, here it is. I am asking you if you loved him
with a forbidden love? Did you . . . are you guilty? Speak, speak, yes, yes, yes? . . .
MÉLISANDE: No, no; we were not guilty. Why do you ask me this?
GOLAUD: Mélisande! . . . Tell me the truth, for the love of God! . . . Don’t lie to me
any more like this, at the moment of death!]

The only conclusions that Golaud can draw are those of a man completely
undone. Powerless for insight, he says that he “knows nothing,” that he “will
never know,” that he “will die here like a blind man”—the fraught words of the
hysteric, the dyspneic, the paranoid, finally delivered sanglotant (“sobbing”).87

Golaud’s music in this final scene, moreover, presents an odd collection of
frantic accelerations, rhythmic jolts, pulsings, and orchestral silences—an assort-
ment that seems fragmentary when compared with the precise, calm structures
of Mélisande’s triple-meter responses. Abbate aptly names these responses
“musical reliquaries” (“a rare and precious ornamental housing for remnants and
parts”), though she does not comment on the one in 6/4—“Je l’ai aimé, Ou
est-il?”—that confines a fond reminiscence of the scene-setting park music that
opened act 2, scene 1.88 As in the tower scene, frame and excess have again, we
might say, exchanged the places in which they began the opera.

Mélisande, for her part, finally dies without speaking, quite the opposite of
the conventional dramatic sung death of the operatic heroine. She gives Golaud
none of the illumination for which he pleads, and leaves him just as he found
her, in a fit of sobbing. Her silence here is key. It is the aphonia of the hysteric, it
is resistance to Golaud’s questions, and final serene repose; but also, if we take it
in terms of Maeterlinck’s own mystical essay on the subject, it signals
Mélisande’s greater profundity:

Were I to speak to you at this moment of the gravest things of all—of love, death
or destiny—it is not love, death or destiny that I should touch; and, my efforts not-
withstanding, there would always remain between us a truth which had not been
spoken. . . . It is this truth only, voiceless though it has been, which will have lived
with us for an instant, and by which we shall have been wholly absorbed. . . . And
nothing save the silence will have had any importance.89

* * *

What is Mélisande’s most enduring legacy? By my reading here, she—the “inher-
ent troublemaker”90—points toward what Clément describes in her opera book
as “Freud’s first lie”: “If women are the only hysterics, the first lie, championed
by Freud following so many others, will always pursue us. If men can be hyster-
ics, we will share equally in the fantasy, the masquerade, the imaginary that is
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intersected by sexes escaping into each other, and we will no longer be mad or
damned.”91

It was only a lie, however, on the printed page. In practice, Freud treated
many cases of hysteria in men, a condition known but not much written about
since two hundred years previously, and brought to prominence by those return-
ing from the First World War battlefront.92 As we have seen, Pelléas et Mélisande
can be presented as an early outpost of this twentieth-century prominence, with
its persistent teasing at the fragile relationship of (male) observer and (female)
observed, even to the extent that the two seem to exchange places. We might
even choose an interpretive path that empowers Mélisande further: turning
Bergeron’s Freudian reading on its head, we could see Pelléas et Mélisande not as
the product of Golaud’s psyche—with the title characters as ego and libido,
respectively—but rather of Mélisande’s. Apt to the highly symbolic language in
which the whole is couched, we could find here the slumbered imaginings of the
hysterical woman, the narrative that works through her most potent desires and
fears:

I was walking about in a town which I did not know. I saw streets and squares
which were strange to me. . . . I went to the station and asked about a hundred
times: “Where is the station?” I always got the answer: “Five minutes.” I then saw
a thick wood before me which I went into, and there I asked a man whom I met.
He said to me: “Two and a half hours more.” He offered to accompany me. But I
refused and went alone.93

These dream words are not Mélisande’s, of course, but those of Dora: Freud’s
most famous hysteric case, drawn to the psychoanalyst’s couch just before the
opera’s completion in 1899.

Ascribing authorship to Mélisande in this way—rendering the opera, in
essence, a woman’s story—is a powerful gesture precisely because it brings
other possibilities to light. Perhaps the most immediately alluring is the reread-
ing of Freud and Breuer along similar lines: to see their studies on hysteria
not so much as the record of these scientific men apropos these women, but
as the stunning impact of the latter on the former. In point of fact, it takes
only a mild inquisitiveness to begin to see all manner of fissures in the sup-
posed clinical surface. We could say, first of all, that Freud and Breuer hardly
came away from their labors unscathed. They were repeatedly impressed by
the abilities of their patients94 and confessed that there was much about them
that could not be rationally explained and controlled.95 More strongly, they
were particularly struck by a phenomenon that they tried to contain with a
rational label, that of transference: the means by which these hysterical women
would inevitably substitute the analyst for the man whose actions underlay
their trauma—a potentially psychologically productive but risky stage of
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engagement. Some transferences, wrote a perplexed Freud, were “ingeniously
constructed . . . they may even become conscious, by cleverly taking advantage
of some real peculiarity in the physician’s person or circumstances and attach-
ing themselves to that.”96

Thus Freud and Breuer’s project necessarily drew them personally into the
orbit of the “madness.” Freud, significantly, as if in a self-conscious attempt to
“abreact” some of the unwritten results of their study, later recorded the
patient Anna O.’s “strong unanalysed positive transference of an unmistakably
sexual nature” to his colleague; it was this, he claimed, that led Breuer to
repress the case study for thirteen years before its publication, and which pro-
voked his withdrawal from Freud’s further researches.97 Likewise, when the
sessions came to an abrupt end at Dora’s demand, Freud’s complaints were
bitter, more the property of the jilted lover than of the stern professional: “In
this way, the transference took me unawares, and, because of the unknown
quantity in me which reminded Dora of Herr K., she took her revenge on me
as she wanted to take her revenge on him, and deserted me as she believed
herself to have been deceived and deserted by him.”98 It is at these moments
of their reports that Freud and Breuer come into closest contact with the
stories of Golaud and Pelléas.

And why stop at Freud and Breuer? It is well known how Debussy and
Maeterlinck suffered in attempting to bring this opera to the stage. The com-
poser, elsewhere the stereotypical French lover, the nineteenth-century “great
man” who drove his women to suicidal frenzy, found a powerful affection for
Mélisande that alternated with despair in his search for her compositional
character.99 The playwright, for his part, proved no less irascible where she
was concerned. After the play’s first printing, he suppressed Mélisande’s orig-
inal tower song in favor of another less sexually provocative;100 and, infa-
mously, he projected himself headlong into a quarrel with Debussy over the
part’s casting for the opera’s first performance. Georgette Leblanc,
Maeterlinck’s lover and the focus of the fight, recalled the bizarre encounter
in her memoirs:

Justly annoyed to find himself stripped before the law [that gave precedence to the
musician’s decision over the author’s], Maeterlinck brandished his cane and
announced to me that he was going to “give Debussy a drubbing to teach him
what was what.” My love had none of the stoic quality of the heroines of antiquity.
This threat of a beating terrified me and I clung to Maeterlinck, who jumped
briskly out of the window. . . .

The story was pitiable. As soon as he entered the salon he had threatened
Debussy, who dropped into a chair while Madame Debussy distractedly ran toward
her husband with a bottle of smelling salts. She had begged the poet to go away,
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and, my word, there was nothing else to do. Maeterlinck, who did not like musi-
cians any more than music, kept saying as he laughed, “They’re all crazy, all off
their heads, these musicians!”101

As we dip further into Leblanc’s remembrances, indeed, we find an emerging
picture of herself and Maeterlinck that begs further pause. She describes her
style of hair and dress as part “Mélisandesque,” part “Memling allegory” (“a hood
of some wild animal’s fur framed my yellow hair”).102 In the passionate early
days of their liaison, she sang Massenet’s La Navarraise with such fervor that “the
critics were sure I must have made an elaborate study of madness in the insane
asylum of the Salpêtrière.”103 He, on the other hand, always in “perpetual flight
before emotion,”104 latterly found himself unable to avoid it, victim of another
peculiarly nineteenth-century condition, neurasthenia.105 Subject to terrible bouts
of depression, despair, and anxiety, he repaired to a crumbling Nice chateau that
he named “Orlamonde” after the castle of his Barbe-Bleue; apparently suffering
acute paranoia, he was frequently found waving a revolver at his house guests.106

Seeing this, and noting Leblanc’s mention of the Salpêtrière, we might turn
to the rich tradition of French thought on the hysterical condition—represented
most famously by Jean-Martin Charcot, Freud’s teacher at that venerable Parisian
institution. And, if we do so, it is certainly worth asking where else in the late
nineteenth-century French operatic canon we might find represented this male
fascination with such women and their condition: in Don José, perhaps, or
Barbe-Bleue, or Samson? And might the figure of the hysteric (and other related
characters from the infancy of psychoanalysis) prove one useful tool in coming to
terms with the ongoing revival of French stage works of this period—those of
Chausson, Chabrier, d’Indy, Dukas, and Magnard?107

But finally to Mélisande. Through her onstage death, she is, in a physical
sense, finally and quietly undone—the hysterical woman at last defeated,
Clément would say, by a male hand. Yet it must be concluded that the mysterious
arrival of her baby daughter is not only the unequivocal symbol that it is usually
taken to be: the signal for a new revolution of the cycle of endless suffering, or
for the setting up of another operatic hysteric for cruel masculine fate to knock
down.108 On the contrary, it also stands as a powerful symbol of the new begin-
nings of psychoanalysis, the sexual revolution, and feminism itself. It may be, as
Arkel observes in closing, “the poor child’s turn now,” but this must be weighed
against his statement of only a few scenes previous. “It is you,” he says to
Mélisande, “who will open the door of the new era that I foresee.”109

And it is from this possibility that ultimately Clément takes her cue—though
we might say that her words are equally apt for the projects of Freud and Breuer,
Maeterlinck and Debussy. “I am pregnant with them,” she writes. “The ferment
of swelling rebellion passes from them to me. . . . My mind bristles with strange
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symptoms like the hysteric’s body; I am full of excrescences, I am pimply with
ideas and feverish with thoughts. I give birth to yet unheard of words; I delight
in producing barbarisms. I am pregnant with them, they have fertilized my
images, and restored new pride in me.”110
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